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Abstract

Nowadays, customer satisfaction prediction001
(CSP) on e-commerce platforms has become a002
hot research topic for both intelligent customer003
service and artificial customer service. CSP004
aims to discover customer satisfaction accord-005
ing to the dialogue content of customer and006
customer service, for the purpose of improv-007
ing service quality and customer experience.008
In this paper, we focus on CSP for intelligent009
customer service chatbots. Although previous010
works have made some progress in many as-011
pects, they mostly ignore the huge differences012
of expressions between customer and customer013
service, and fail to adequately consider the in-014
ternal relations of those two kinds of person-015
alized expressions. Thus, for emphasizing the016
importance of modeling customer part and ser-017
vice part separately, in this work we propose a018
two-stage dialogue-level classification model,019
which contains an intra-stage and an inter-stage020
to handle the issues above. In the intra-stage,021
we model customer part and service part sepa-022
rately by using attention mechanism combined023
with personalized context to obtain customer024
state and service state. Then we interact those025
two states with each other in the inter-stage to026
capture the final satisfaction representation of027
the whole dialogue. Experiment results demon-028
strate that our model achieves better perfor-029
mance than several competitive baselines on030
our in-house dataset and four public datasets.031

1 Introduction032

With the development of e-commerce platforms033

in recent years, a large number of companies use034

customer service chatbots, for the reasons that they035

could answer to customers’ questions quickly and036

save labor cost. Customer satisfaction prediction037

(CSP) for the dialogue of customer and customer038

service chatbot has become an important problem039

in industry. For one thing, customers’ satisfaction040

is a crucial indicator to evaluate the quality of ser-041

vice, which can help improve the ability of chatbots.042

When will my order be shipped? 

Expedited shipping for you.

Can you urge? 

Don’t worry, please be patient. 

My wife‘s mobile phone is broken…

Sorry for the inconvenience caused. 

Ok, remember to hurry up. 

Thank you for your understanding. 

Satisfaction level：Satisfied

customer

chatbotQ1

Q2

Q3

Q4

A1

A2

A3

A4

Figure 1: A dialogue of customer and chatbot on e-
commerce platform.

For another, predicting customers’ satisfaction in 043

real time helps platforms handle problematic dia- 044

logues by transferring customer service chatbots 045

to staffs timely, which can improve the customers’ 046

experience. 047

CSP is a multi-class classification task. Exist- 048

ing researches on CSP is mainly divided into two 049

parts, one is turn-level CSP, the other is dialogue- 050

level CSP. The former task concerns satisfaction 051

prediction in every customer-service turn, while the 052

latter one predicts satisfaction level of the whole 053

dialogue. On e-commerce platforms, customer ser- 054

vice aims to provide information for customers and 055

solve their problems. Customer’s satisfaction of 056

the whole dialogue is the key point to evaluate the 057

quality of the service and whether the customer’s 058

problem has been solved. In this study, we concen- 059

trate on dialogue-level CSP with five satisfaction 060

levels (strongly satisfied, satisfied, neutral, dissatis- 061

fied, or strongly dissatisfied). As shown in figure 1, 062

the customer expressed his anxiety and displeasure 063

at the beginning, then turned into satisfied after the 064

answers of the chatbot. 065

To address the dialogue-level CSP task, many 066
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approaches extracted features from dialogue con-067

tent and built models to fully utilize the interaction068

between customer questions and customer service069

answers. Some earlier studies use manual features070

to present conversational context (Hakkani-Tür and071

Ostendorf, 2010; Gangemi et al., 2015), while re-072

cent studies concerned more on how questions and073

answers interact each other (Song et al., 2019a;074

Yao et al., 2020). Although these works have made075

great progress in CSP task, two issues still remain.076

Firstly, existing studies ignore the huge differences077

of expressions between customers and customer078

service chatbots, in terms of the emotion intensity,079

language habits, language richness, and sentence080

length etc. Secondly, most prior studies fail to ade-081

quately consider the internal relations of personal-082

ized expressions for customers and staffs/chatbots083

respectively.084

Figure 2: The emotional intensity trends are obviously
after split

According to the above analysis, we figure that085

besides handling the interaction of customer ques-086

tions and customer service answers, modeling cus-087

tomer part and service part separately should also088

be taken into consideration due to their expression089

differences in many aspects. For example, cus-090

tomers’ questioning emotion is volatile and the091

intensity is high, while the answering emotion of092

service is relatively stable and the intensity is low.093

Figure 2 shows the emotional intensity trend of the094

case in figure 1, in which the customer’s emotional095

intensity is higher with greater fluctuation, while096

chatbot is the opposite. After splitting the dialogue097

into customer part and service part, we are able098

to catch the emotional intensity trends of both in-099

tuitively. For the similar reason, other aspects of100

expression differences also matter.101

Thus, we propose a two-stage classification102

model for CSP in E-commerce service. Our model103

consists of four sub-modules. Firstly, we adopt104

convolutional neural networks (CNNs) as the en-105

coding module to extract features in dialogue con-106

tent. Next comes the intra-stage, which consists of107

customer part and service part. We split customer 108

questions and customer service answers as two in- 109

dependent sequences and send them into two parts 110

separately. Specifically, each part exploits Long 111

Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks and Gated 112

Recurrent Units (GRUs) to fully extract the inter- 113

nal relations of the sequence. After an attention 114

layer combined with personalized context and a 115

GRU, we get customer state and service state as 116

the results of intra-stage. Then, the inter-stage ap- 117

ply an interactive attention mechanism to capture 118

satisfaction representations of the whole dialogue 119

from customer state and service state. In the end, 120

a decoder module contributes to predict the final 121

satisfaction classification. 122

To summarize, our contributions are as follows: 123

• We propose a dialogue-level classification 124

model for CSP in E-commerce customer ser- 125

vice chatbots. 126

• By bringing forward a two-stage architecture, 127

we split the dialogue content into customer 128

part and service part to model them separately. 129

With the results of customer state and service 130

state, we construct interaction to capture final 131

satisfaction representation. This architecture 132

handles two issues well while absorbing mer- 133

its from existing works. 134

• Experimental results indicate that our pro- 135

posed model outperforms all the baselines on 136

our in-house dataset and four public datasets. 137

2 Related Work 138

In recent years, people pay much more attention 139

to CSP and similar tasks. Some earlier works 140

aim to predict sentiment levels for subjective texts 141

in different granularities, such as words (Song 142

et al., 2016), sentences (Ma et al., 2017), short 143

texts (Song et al., 2015) and documents (Yang et al., 144

2018). More recently, mainstream research direc- 145

tion concentrates on turn-level and dialogue-level 146

CSP. 147

Some researchers explore the turn-level struc- 148

ture, such as modeling dialogues via a hierarchi- 149

cal RNN (Cerisara et al., 2018), keeping track of 150

satisfaction states of dialogue participants (Ma- 151

jumder et al., 2019), exploring contrastive learn- 152

ing (Toutanova et al., 2021) and so on. But, due 153

to the labels of turn-level satisfaction is difficult 154

to obtain and dialogue-level CSP appears to re- 155
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flect service quality more realistically, we focus on156

dialogue-level CSP in this paper.157

To study the dialogue-level CSP, earlier methods158

used manual features (Hakkani-Tür and Ostendorf,159

2010; Gangemi et al., 2015), while recent studies160

prefer deep neural networks and attention mech-161

anism to explore how questions and answers in-162

teract with each other. Some researchers adopt a163

Bi-directional LSTM network to capture the con-164

textual information of conversational services and165

use the hidden vector of the last utterance for satis-166

faction prediction (Hashemi et al., 2018), some re-167

searchers uses each question to capture information168

from all answers to model customer-service interac-169

tion (Song et al., 2019a), while another study focus-170

ing on dialogue-level CSP uses LSTM networks171

to capture contextual features and computes the172

semantic similarity scores between customer ques-173

tions and customer service answers across different174

turns to model customer-service interaction (Yao175

et al., 2020). However, these works didn’t consider176

about the differences of expressions between cus-177

tomer and customer service. Morever, they failed178

to excavate the internal relations of personalized179

expression sequences. In this work, we work on180

addressing the two existing issues, thus proposing181

a two-stage classification model for dialogue-level182

CSP.183

3 Methodology184

3.1 Problem Definition185

In the real scenario, customers ask questions186

and chatbots will provide the corresponding187

answers in turn, so the dialogue content is188

defined as a sequence of utterances C =189

{q1, a1, q2, a2, ..., qn, an}. Each question qi is fol-190

lowed by an answer ai, and the length of conver-191

sation is 2n. The goal of our task is to predict192

the satisfaction level y based on dialogue content193

C, while the satisfaction level is divided into five194

classes: strongly satisfied, satisfied, neutral, dissat-195

isfied, strongly dissatisfied.196

3.2 Proposed Model197

As shown in Figure 3, we propose a two-stage clas-198

sification model for dialogue-level CSP. Our model199

consists of four sub-modules: session-encoder,200

intra-stage, inter-stage and session-decoder. The201

session-encoder is a dialogue encoding module to202

process the raw conversation content. Intra-stage is203

comprised of customer part and service part, which204

helps extract sufficient internal features of ques- 205

tion sequences and answer sequences separately. 206

For both parts in inter-stage, we utilize attention 207

mechanisms to adequately discover the sentence 208

characteristics at each time step from their person- 209

alized context, served as customer state and service 210

state. Next, inter-stage applies an interactive atten- 211

tion mechanism to fully capture satisfaction rep- 212

resentations of the whole dialogue from customer 213

state and service state. Finally, the session-decoder 214

contributes to predict the final satisfaction classifi- 215

cation. In the following sections, we will introduce 216

the details of the model structure in order. 217

3.3 Session-encoder 218

Session-encoder aims to encode natural language 219

dialogues into semantic representations. Our input 220

is the whole dialogue text, in which words are sepa- 221

rately transformed into 300 dimensional vectors by 222

using pre-trained GloVe model (Pennington et al., 223

2014). 224

E = GloVe (C) (1) 225

Then, inspired by previous study (Kim, 2014), we 226

leverage a CNN layer with max-pooling to ex- 227

tract context independent features of each utterance. 228

Concretely, we apply three filters of size 1,2,3 with 229

50 feature maps each, and employ ReLU activation 230

(Nair and Hinton, 2010) and max-pooling to deal 231

with these feature maps. 232

fm1,2,3 = ReLU (CNN1,2,3 (E)) (2) 233
234

fm′
1,2,3 = max-pooling (fm1,2,3) (3) 235

Then, we concatenate these features and send them 236

into a fully connected layer, which produces the 237

context representations cr as follow. 238

fm′ = concat
(
fm′

1,2,3

)
(4) 239

240

cr = ReLU
(
W0fm

′ + b0
)

(5) 241

3.4 Intra-stage 242

Intra-stage is a core module of our two-stage model, 243

which consists of the customer part and service part. 244

We can alternately divide cr into question represen- 245

tations qr = {qr1, qr2, ..., qrn} and answer repre- 246

sentations ar = {ar1, ar2, ..., arn} as the input of 247

customer part and service part. In the following, 248

we will illustrate how these two parts of intra-stage 249

adequately exploit the inside relations of their own 250

utterance sequences. 251
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Figure 3: Framework of the two-stage classification model for dialogue-level CSP.

3.4.1 customer part252

LSTM has a special unit called memory cell, which253

is similar to an accumulator or a gated neuron. We254

adapt a Bi-directional LSTM to capture long-term255

dependencies of qr,256

mq
i = BiLSTMq

(
mq

i±1, qri
)

(6)257

where i = 1, 2, ..., n. mi is the output of Bi-258

directional LSTM at time step i, the whole con-259

text representation of question sequence is mq =260

{mq
1,m

q
2, ...,m

q
n}.261

To better explore the internal relations of ques-262

tion sequence, we capture the satisfaction represen-263

tation of each time step iteratively by adequately264

interacting current features with context informa-265

tion. Firstly, an GRU encoder is used to process266

the sequence,267

hqi = GRUq
encode

(
mq

i , h
q
i−1

)
(7)268

where hq = {hq1, h
q
2, ..., h

q
n}, hq is the hidden state269

of GRU. Secondly, we use an attention mechanism270

to match hqi with the masked personalized context,271

masked
(
mq

j

)
=

{
mq

j , j ∈ {1, 2, ..., i}
0, Otherwise

(8)272

273

q, k, v = hqi ,masked (mq) ,masked (mq) (9)274

275

hqi
′ = IntraAttq (q, k, v) (10)276

where hq ′ = {hq1′, h
q
2
′, ..., hqn′}, hq ′ is the result of 277

this attention layer. 278

Up to now, we have adequately obtained the 279

internal relations of question sequence. Then, a 280

GRU is used to decode the result from the intra 281

attention layer, 282

sqi = GRUq
decode

(
hqi

′, sqi−1

)
(11) 283

sq = {sq1, s
q
2, ..., s

q
n}, where sq is customer state 284

after the complete process of customer part. 285

3.4.2 service part 286

Service part is the other part in intra-stage, which 287

contributes to the satisfaction state of service. The 288

whole structure of service part is similiar to cus- 289

tomer part, 290

ma
i = BiLSTMa

(
ma

i±1, ari
)

(12) 291
292

hai = GRUa
encode

(
ma

i , h
a
i−1

)
(13) 293

294

masked
(
ma

j

)
=

{
ma

j , j ∈ {1, 2, ..., i}
0, Otherwise

(14) 295

296

q, k, v = hai ,masked (ma) ,masked (ma) (15) 297
298

hai
′ = IntraAtta (q, k, v) (16) 299

300

sai = GRUa
decode

(
hai

′, sai−1

)
(17) 301

where sa is the service state. 302
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3.5 Inter-stage303

Inter-stage aims to fully interact sq with sa. Zhou304

et al. (2018) utilize attention mechanisms to cap-305

ture the most relevant information and construct306

interaction between two sequences on natural lan-307

guage processing tasks. Inspired by this work, we308

use an attention mechanism to interact sq with sa.309

s̃q = InterAttq (sq, sa, sa) (18)310

311

s̃a = InterAtta (sa, sq, sq) (19)312

In order to make the learning process smoother, we313

adopt a layer of add & normalization (Vaswani314

et al., 2017).315

s̃q
′
= Normalization (Add (s̃q, sq)) (20)316

317

s̃a
′
= Normalization (Add (s̃a, sa)) (21)318

In the end of the inter-stage, by using average pool-319

ing, we transform s̃q
′

and s̃a
′

into vectors and con-320

catenate them together as follow.321

s = concat
(
pooling

(
s̃q

′
)
, pooling

(
s̃a

′
))
(22)

322

where s is the final satisfaction representation of323

the whole dialogue.324

3.6 Session-decoder325

Session-decoder module is used to decode the sat-326

isfaction state s to predict the customer satisfaction.327

We use two layers of fully connected network, ŷ is328

the prediction of satisfaction level.329

H = ReLU (W1s+ b1) (23)330

331

P = softmax (W2H + b2) (24)332

333

ŷ = argmax
k

(P [k]) (25)334

As for the loss function, we choose cross-entropy:335

L(θ) = −
∑
v∈yV

Z∑
z=1

Yvz lnPvz (26)336

where yV is the set of dialogue indexes that have337

real labels. Y is the label indicator matrix, and338

θ is the collection of trainable parameters in this339

two-stage classification model.340

4 Experimental Settings 341

This section mainly introduces datasets, hyper pa- 342

rameters and baselines used in our experiments. 343

4.1 Datasets 344

We evaluate our two-stage classification model on 345

our in-house dataset (Five-classification task) and 346

four released public datasets (Three-classification 347

task). 348

4.1.1 CECSP 349

This is our in-house Chinese E-commerce CSP 350

dataset collected from one of the largest E- 351

commerce platforms. We use real customer feed- 352

back as the dialogue-level satisfaction labels which 353

include strongly satisfied, satisfied, neutral, dissat- 354

isfied and strongly dissatisfied. 355

4.1.2 Clothes & Makeup 356

These are two CSP datasets in clothes and makeup 357

domain collected from a top E-commerce platform 358

(Song et al., 2019b). Each dialogue is annotated 359

as one of the three satisfaction classes: satisfied, 360

neutral and dissatisfied. 361

4.1.3 MELD 362

This is a multi-party conversation corpus collected 363

from the TV show Friends (Poria et al., 2019). Each 364

utterance is annotated as one of the three sentiment 365

classes: negative, neutral and positive. While nega- 366

tive and positive are considered as dissatisfied and 367

satisfied respectively, neutral is kept unchanged. 368

4.1.4 EmoryNLP 369

This is also a multi-party conversation corpus col- 370

lected from Friends, but varies from MELD in the 371

choice of scenes and emotion labels (Zahiri and 372

Choi, 2018). The emotion labels include neutral, 373

joyful, peaceful, powerful, scared, mad and sad. 374

To create three satisfaction classes: joyful, peace- 375

ful and powerful are grouped together to form the 376

satisfied class; scared, mad and sad are grouped 377

together to form the dissatisfied class; and neutral 378

is kept unchanged. 379

4.1.5 Transforming rules for MELD & 380

EmoryNLP 381

Original MELD and EmoryNLP are two released 382

conversational emotion recognition (CER) datasets. 383

We transform them into the conversational service 384

scenario following three rules: (1) We consider 385

the first speaker of a dialogue as the customer and 386
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Datasets Train Val Test Avg-turns

CECSP 22576 2822 2801 3.67
Clothes 8000 1000 1000 8.14
Makeup 2832 354 354 8.01
MELD 1037 113 279 3.19
EmoryNLP 685 88 78 3.86

Table 1: The statistics of the five datasets. While
CECSP is our constructed Chinese E-commerce CSP
dataset, Clothes and Makeup are two released corpora
in different domains. MELD and EmoryNLP are two
CER datasets.

map all the emotion labels of his/her utterances387

into a new dialogue-level satisfaction label; (2) We388

concatenate consecutive utterances from the same389

person as a long utterance; (3) If a dialogue is ended390

by the first speaker, we extra use utterance ”NULL”391

as the answer of the last turn.392

4.2 Hyper parameters393

The batch sizes are set to be {256,64,64,64,64} for394

CECSP, Clothes, Makeup, MELD and EmoryNLP.395

We adopt Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) as the396

optimizer with initial learning rates of {1e-3,1e-397

4,1e-4,1e-4,1e-4} and L2 weight decay rates of398

{1e-4, 1e-5, 1e-5, 1e-5, 1e-5}, respectively. The399

dropout is set to be 0.5 (Srivastava et al., 2014). We400

train all models for a maximum of 200 epochs and401

stop training if the validation loss does not decrease402

for 30 consecutive epochs. The total number of403

parameters in this model is 59.84 million. We use404

a piece of Tesla P40 24GB. Each epoch of these405

experiments costs around 400 seconds.406

4.3 Baselines407

We compared our model with the following base-408

lines in our experiments:409

• LSTMCSP (Hashemi et al., 2018):This410

model uses a Bi-directional LSTM network411

to capture the user’s intent and identify user’s412

satisfaction.413

• CMN (Hazarika et al., 2018):It is an end-to-414

end memory network which updates contex-415

tual memories in a multi-hop fashion for con-416

versational emotion recognition.417

• DialogueGCN (Ghosal et al., 2019): It is a418

graph-based approach which leverages inter-419

speakers’ dependency of the interlocutors to420

model conversational context for emotion 421

recognition. 422

• CAMIL (Song et al., 2019a): This Context- 423

Assisted Multiple Instance Learning model 424

predicts the sentiments of all the customer ut- 425

terances and then aggregates those sentiments 426

into service satisfaction polarity. 427

• LSTM-Cross (Yao et al., 2020):This model 428

uses LSTM networks to capture contextual 429

features .Then, these features are concatenated 430

with the cross matching scores to predict the 431

satisfaction. 432

• DialogueDAG (Shen et al., 2021):This model 433

uses directed graphs to collect nearby and dis- 434

tant historical informative cues. We aggregate 435

the node representations to capture dialogue- 436

level representations for CSP. 437

5 Results and Analysis 438

5.1 Overall Results 439

The overall results of all the models on five datasets 440

are shown in Table 2. We can learn from the results 441

that our proposed two-stage model achieves better 442

performance than all the baselines on five datasets. 443

LSTMCSP, CMN, and DialogueGCN achieve 444

similar performance on CECSP, MELD and 445

EmoryNLP. CMN is capable of capturing the emo- 446

tional cues in context, thus achieving better F1 447

scores than LSTMCSP on Clothes and Makeup. 448

However, chatbot answers are always neutral in 449

conversational service, which narrow the gap be- 450

tween CMN and LSTMCSP on CECSP. In our 451

scene, customer questions and chatbot answers are 452

alternating, so the related positions between them 453

cannot provide additional information. Thus, the 454

position method in DialogueGCN does not have 455

better performance here. 456

CAMIL takes turn-level sentiment information 457

into account and outperforms previous strategies on 458

four datasets except MELD. Due to the customer- 459

service interaction modeling method, LSTM-Cross 460

has made further improvement on all datasets, 461

which implies the importance of interactions in 462

single turn. DiologueDAG uses graphical structure 463

to effectively collect nearby and distant informa- 464

tion, so it performs well on datasets with shorter 465

average turns, such as MELD and EmoryNLP. But 466

when the average turns become longer, it doesn’t 467

work well. 468
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Model
CECSP Clothes Makeup MELD EmoryNLP

Acc. F1 Acc. F1 Acc. F1 Acc. F1 Acc. F1
LSTMCSP 51.55 50.10 75.59 75.78 76.31 76.56 42.29 43.08 50.01 47.56
CMN 52.09 50.32 78.5 78.1 81.07 80.88 45.52 44.08 52.56 48.52
DialogueGCN 52.69 50.25 76.89 76.82 77.72 77.78 46.39 44.99 52.72 48.78
CAMIL 55.43 52.92 78.30# 78.40 78.50# 78.64 44.44 39.02 55.13 49.52
LSTM-Cross 55.51 53.11 78.91 79.33 79.88 79.58 48.03 47.28 55.28 51.00
DialogueDAG 55.12 51.97 75.4 75.04 73.73 73.73 48.03 47.28 59.26 54.82

Two-stage Model 57.34 54.69 81.2 80.71 82.2 82.07 50.9 50.35 61.54 57.88

Table 2: Overall performance on the five datasets. We use the accuracy and the weighted F1 score to evaluate
each model. Scores marked by ”#” are reported results in authors’ paper, while others are based on our re-
implementation.

Method
Weighted F1 score

CECSP Clothes
Two-stage model 54.69 80.71
- Inter-stage 53.68(↓ 1.01) 78.64(↓ 2.07)
- Intra-stage 54.07(↓ 0.62) 78.23(↓ 2.48)
- Intra-stage & Inter-stage 53.53(↓ 1.16) 78.44(↓ 2.27)

Table 3: Results of ablation study on the two represen-
tative datasets.

Our proposed two-stage model reaches the new469

state of the art on all datasets. On the one hand,470

intra-stage extracts internal correlation features of471

question sequence and answer sequence in cus-472

tomer part and service part separately. Using atten-473

tion mechanism with the personalized context of474

both sequences makes feature extraction sufficient475

at each time step. On the other hand, we think each476

customer question is not only associated with the477

answer behind, but also the answers in other turns,478

so inter-stage conducts fully interaction between479

customer state and service state, which is different480

from the turn-level approaches in earlier researches.481

As the result, our model has improved by at least482

1%∼3% on F1 score over five datasets, compared483

with baseline works.484

5.2 Ablation Study485

To study the impact of the modules in our two-486

stage model, we evaluate it by removing (1) inter-487

stage (2) intra-stage (3) intra-stage and inter-stage488

together. Removing the inter-stage means the we489

only retain the intra-stage, while removing the intra-490

stage means only the inter-stage remains. Remov-491

ing both intra-stage & inter-stage means we no492

longer separate the dialogue and only retain the493

customer part of the intra-stage (the whole dia-494

logue as input). We use CECSP and Clothes as495

the representatives in this study because they are 496

larger datasets with short and long average turns. 497

The results are shown in Table 3. 498

Here are two sets of comparative experiments. 499

Firstly, let’s pay attention to the comparison of the 500

first three rows. Without inter-stage, the weighted 501

F1 score drops by 1.01% on CECSP and 2.07% 502

on Clothes. Without intra-stage, the weighted F1 503

score drops by 0.62% on CECSP and 2.48% on 504

Clothes. The results imply the importance of both 505

two stages, none of them can be removed. 506

Secondly, the second and fourth rows of exper- 507

iments illustrate the advantage of intra attention. 508

Both of them don’t have inter-stage, and the only 509

difference between them is whether to split the dia- 510

logue into question sequence and answer sequence. 511

As shown in the table, the weighted F1 score drops 512

by 0.15% and 0.20% if we don’t apply intra method. 513

Thus we can draw a conclusion, the intra method 514

helps extract the internal correlation of customer 515

context and service context respectively, and indeed 516

improves the performance of our model. 517

In conclusion, the ablation study proves that both 518

intra-stage and inter-stage play important roles. In 519

particular, the intra method of separating context 520

representations into questions and answers con- 521

tributes to the improvement of our model. 522

5.3 Case Analysis 523

In order to better understand the advantages of our 524

proposed two-stage model, we analyse the case in 525

figure 1. The result shows in figure 4. The heatmap 526

is used to represent the values of attention weights, 527

while darker colors mean larger weights. 528

Part A illustrates the feature extraction process 529

of a conventional model. As customer’s expres- 530

sion contains richer information (“when", “urge", 531
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dialogue

questions

answers

A. Conventional model

B. Two-stage model

feature extraction

Intra-stage Inter-stage

Q1 A1 Q2 A2 Q3 A3 Q4 A4 Q1: When will my order be shipped? 

A1: Expedited shipping for you.

Q2: Can you urge?                                                

A2: Don’t worry, please be patient. 

Q3: My wife‘s mobile phone is broken…         

A3: Sorry for the inconvenience caused. 

Q4: Ok, remember to hurry up.                         

A4: Thank you for your understanding.  

Q1’ A1’ Q2’ A2’ Q3’ A3’ Q4’ A4’

Q1’ A1’ Q2’ A2’ Q3’ A3’ Q4’ A4’

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

A1 A2 A3 A4

Figure 4: Results of case analysis. Part A represents the feature extraction process of usual model, while Part B
represents our two-stage model. The colors of heatmap show the values of attention weights.

“broken") of his problem and emotion, the model532

will pay more attention to Q1, Q2 and Q3. So, it is533

likely to ignore the importance of answers, which534

are critical to deciding whether these questions535

are solved, thus affecting customer’s satisfaction536

deeply too.537

By contrast, Part B illustrates our two-stage538

model. The dialogue is split into customer ques-539

tions and chatbot answers, so the model can better540

learn the inside relations of the two sequences sep-541

arately in the intra-stage, which ensures the expres-542

sions of customers would not attract much more543

attention than chatbots. In this case, the customer544

expresses his anxiety and tells the mobile phone is545

broken in Q2 and Q3, so the weights of those two546

are larger in the question sequence. Similarly, A3547

have larger weights in the answer sequence due to548

its obvious soothing expression. Then, the inter-549

stage conducts the interaction to adjust the attention550

weights of the two parts. In the end, we concate-551

nate two parts and find Q2,A2,Q3,A3 are important552

utterances of this dialogue. In this dialogue situa-553

tion, although the customer mainly shows his bad554

emotion and unsolved problem in Q2 and Q3, the555

chatbot appeases him in A2 and A3, which leads556

to a satisfied result. The result of part B appears to557

be more reasonable.558

By comparing the two results, we find the intra-559

stage of our two-stage model can balance the ex-560

pression differences of customer questions and561

chatbot answers, while the conventional model562

pays more attention to customer questions. What’s 563

more, the inter-stage interacts customer state with 564

service state to adjust the weights of attention, 565

which can help capture the characteristics of di- 566

alogue more smoothly. 567

6 Conclusion 568

In this paper, we propose a two-stage model for 569

dialogue-level CSP task. We first introduce an intra- 570

stage to discover the relations inside customer part 571

and service part respectively, in which an attention 572

mechanism with masked personalized context is 573

used to fully capture the customer state and service 574

state. Then, we use an inter attention mechanism to 575

combine those two states in inter-stage and predict 576

the customer satisfaction of the whole dialogue. 577

Experimental results on our in-house dataset and 578

four public datasets indicate our model outperforms 579

all the baseline models on the dialogue-level CSP 580

task. 581

In the future work, we will further improve our 582

two-stage model by constructing more targeted 583

structures. For example, we can make differen- 584

tiated design on customer part and service part in 585

intra-stage. Moreover, we will study other inter- 586

esting tasks in customer service dialogues, such as 587

good case mining. 588
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